IT DEPARTMENT – IT Fullstack Junior Developer

| NANTES

System Plus Consulting is a French company specialized in Reverse Costing, performing manufacturing cost analysis
from physical analysis of electronics components, strategic consulting to a worldwide customer base. Covering
emerging and disruptive silicon and micro manufacturing markets, the Group supports companies, and R&D
organizations by delivering comprehensive analysis that helps them understand the technology and cost trends critical
to their business.
System Plus Consulting is part of Yole Group of companies with offices in France, Germany, Japan, Greater China, Korea
and the U.S.A.

JOB DESCRIPTION
As part of our activities development, we are currently recruiting a Junior FullStack Developer for a position located in our
premises in Nantes. In this role, you will be in charge of developing innovative solution for our new set of tools and maintening
existing costing software aimed at helping our different internal services and customers.
Within the IT Department, you will work with the Technical Manager and Product Manager, you will also have direct exchange
with our core business expert.

RESPONSABILITIES
As a junior FullStack developer, you will be in charge of :

Reporting progress to your manager and analysing



issues ahead,


Building & Developing new features following Agile

Working in autonomy to successfully achieve



specifications,


projects,

Adapting solutions to be scalable, to match performances

Writing



and to be maintainable,


Contributing to RESTFul API, modern Front-end stack,

documentation

and

following

Testing your code and writing scenario for



Django website,


code

standard guidelines,
automatic test.

Maintaining and evolving existing Excel, Access costing
tools,

EDUCATION / EXPERIENCE


University Degree (Master, Engineer) or BAC+2 with significant background in software engineering



Experience and skills in software development with Java, Python, JavaScript, VBA, database (PostgreSQL, Access), Excel



Interest in economics and cost related subjects in electronic business



Communication and presentation skills



Team player and organized



Proficiency in English speaking / writing is needed

Please send your latest CV & cover letter to recruiting@systemplus.fr

France | Germany | Greater China | Japan | Korea | North America
www.systemplus.fr

